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CSS System Overview 
Computer Software Solutions has been providing quality software and  hardware products 

for the iSeries/AS400  marketplace for over  twenty years.   CSS currently  maintains 

and markets  it’s  custom  designed  applications  written  exclusively for the iSeries/

AS400 platform.  We specialize in wholesale distribution,  manufacturing and  the  retail  

sales  industries.    You  can  use our  completely integrated  system to run  your entire 

business  or select from our  individual modules  to fill gaps in your current software. 
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“The  Solution ” 

“The Solution ” is a full suite of accounting and business applications designed and 

written exclusively for  the  iSeries/AS400 platform.   The system is made up of 

several different modules that work together to provide a completely integrated 

software package capable of running your entire business. 

“The Solution ” comes in three versions customized to industry specific users. 

Whether you are in wholesale distribution, manufacturing or the retail point of 

sale industry,  “The Solution ” is the answer to your software needs.  This system 

is menu driven, easy to learn and provides all the functionality you need to get the 

job done.     

“The Solution ” is modular in design allowing you the option to buy only the mod-

ules you need to run your business.  Modules can be added as you grow.  Many of 

our software modules can stand-alone or be integrated into other software pack-

ages to enhance or fill gaps in your current software system. 

Find out why hundreds of companies, just like yours, have trusted CSS for all 

their software needs. 

Introducing: 
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 Accounts Payable 
 Accounts Receivable 
 General Ledger 
 Cash Reconciliation 
 Fixed Assets  
 Payroll 
 Human Resources 
 Inventory Control 
 Inventory Purchasing 
 Order Entry 
 Point of Sale 
 Manufacturing 
 Sales Analysis 
 Faxing 
 Emailing  
 Archiving 

CSS Software Modules 

All  CSS  software is written  exclusively  for  the IBM  iSeries/AS400  
server.  If you do not have an iSeries server, CSS can provide you the latest 
in IBM hardware custom  fit  for  our software  applications. If you do not 
want to purchase an iSeries server ask about our low cost online option. CSS 

specializes in providing custom programming when needed to  give you the 

perfect “customized” fit you may require.     
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